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As a case study of the natural history of chimpanzees, this is an outstanding book - certainly it

should be required reading for all ofthose who, like its authors, find'the most lascinating challenge of
chimpanzeo biology' (p.5) to be their behavioral diversity. The book provides an in-depth presentation
of data derived lrom I 7 years of observations of the chimpanzees living in the Tai forest of the lvory
Coast. The hr-rain portion ol the book (Ch. 2-8) constitutes an impressive factorium of male and female
lile histories, social structure, intergroup aggression, territoriality, and warfare and hunting. For these
hard-won data alone, the book succeeds and has earned a place alongside other great natural history
monographs.

But thg book is a landmark lor another reason as well. Perhaps more so than any other work of its
kind, this book fleshes out the underlying tensions - indeed, sometimes downright hostility that exists
between researchers who study chimpanzees in the forests ol Africa and those who study them in
captive settings. Although this theme is present throughout the book, it reaches a feverish pitch in
Chapter 10, a chapter whose seemingly simple title,'lntelligence in wild chimpanzees', deftly tips the
authors' hand to those who already know the landscape of the conflict. For this is a chapter in which
the authors can revel in the intelligence of wild chimpanzees - the pure, uncontaminated minds of
animals whose brains tick in harmony with the problems against which their neural systems were
honed across hundreds ol thousands of generations: securing mates, disembowelling colobus monkeys,
using stones to crack nuts. The height ofsuch celebration has musical overtones: a chimpanzee named
Brutus, 'by drumming twice at two different trees' symbolically communicates to his lellow apes a
proposal to change their travel direction, or'by drumming twice at the same tree within two minutes'
proposes resting for one hour, or by drumming'once at a lirst tree and then twice at another tree'(or,
alternatively,'drum[ming] twice at a first tree...and then once lurther in the proposed direction')
combines both messages and 'propose[s] both a change in direclion and an hours rest' (p.236). The fact
that Brutus'stopped using this code rather abruptly'in 1984 and that it has'only been observed in Tai
chimpanzees'(p.236), is all the more fascinating because it'emphasizes its arbitariness' (p.237) - atrait
of all true language systems. In sum, the chapter is a direct assault on the misguided work of some of
the most thoughtful researchers who ever worked with captive chimpanzees, including Robert Yerkes,
to whom field-workers owe their earliest scientific allegiance through his insistence on sending
researchers to study these apes in their natural habitats (e.g. Nissen l93l). An assault? Yes, but a noble
assault at that! Because here the authors are to be commended, not criticized, for having the scientific
fortitude to break with their own past. to recognize that it is time to challenge the assumptions
underlying studies of cognition in captive chimpanzees assumplions which were, in some cases,
generated so glibly that their long-forgotten authors may never have realized how seriously they would
be taken by future generations. Indeed, this iconoclastic rectitude culminates in the authors' ability to,
in effect, boldly stare down Yerkes's (1943) outdated assertion that'chimpanzees are chimpanzees no
matter where you find them', as well as Wolfgang Kohler's (1927) equally naive contention that, during
his studies ol Sultan and his other captive chimpanzees, he was always observing 'the natural
chimpanzee, and not any artificial product' (p.69). Braver still, the authors appear to recognize thal
they are not seeking so much to resolve the tension between the field- and lab-worker, as much as to
define, dig, and man the trenches in what they clearly see as a very long battle in a war whose most
likely end is stalemate.

The authors start with the well-established wisdom that'from an evolutionary perspective, we
expect individuals to develop the cognitive abilities they need to survive and reproduce within the niche
they occupy in a given environment' (p.226). From this starting position, the territory they defend is
clear: chimpanzees are smarter than the lab-worker thinks. For example, despite the results of
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controlled laboratory research, the field-worker can patently see that chimpanzees are not merely
capable, but in fact excel at representing both the internal mental states of others (their intentions.
belief's and desires) as well as abstract causal concepts such as mass, force, and shape. The naive reader
may wonder how such claims can be sustained by the tool-kit available to the field researcher, but the
insider will recognize and be elated at the return of rhe prodigal lriend of the primatologist: the
Anecdote. Despite the absence of an ability to control for the myriad possible causes for any given
spontaneous behavior that an animal may perform, the authors defiantly defend the unfairly maligned
anecdote, and welcome him back into their home with the scientific equivalent of killing the latted call
'The advantage of anecdotal observations stems lrom their occurrence in biologically relevant
situations'(p.228). Furthermore,'[m]ultiple observations allow for a checking ofconsistency. which to
some extent can compensate for the lack ol statistical analysis, and constitute a qualitative validity test'
(p.228). But perhaps the most insightlul comment (at least into the authors' philosophical approach),
needs no defending: 'When the goal is to understand a wild animal species, a flexible approach is
needed. Let us not lorget that in everyday life as well as in clinical experience most ofour of knowledge
ofhuman beings is based on anecdotes'(p.228). Indeed, it is with precisely such an approach that the
authors' own cautions can be fully understood: 'Be aware', they write, 'that what we are describing and
analyzing...as evidence olintelligent behavior in wild chimpanzees is only a small fraction of all of the
intelligent behaviours we observed, but did not understand' (p.228). There are, to be sure, some loose
ends in the authors'position statement. There is the minor problem, ofcourse, that the authors append
the adjective 'cognitive' to the activities of the Tai chimpanzees in so lree a fashion as to make it
dillicult (if not impossible) to know, really, what the authors mean by the term. But it would not be fair
to unduly burden these authors with, what is in truth, a general problem especially given that as the
chapter unlolds we learn that what the authors really mean by 'cognitive' is 'smart' descriplors simply
meant to contrast maximally with 'learned' or 'not smart' (or some equally outdated, defunct, or even
demeaning characterization). Ol course, the authors dutifully nole that identifying the actual
underlying psychological processes that are at work in generating any particular behavior is a largely
uphill battle using anecdotal data collected in the field: 'We are arvare', they note, 'that ior such matters
it will be difficult to provide conclusive evidence and that only the accumulation olsuch examples can
make a case'(p.251). Irwin Bernstein's (1988) inexplicably over-quoted quip that'the plural of
anecdote is not data' (p.247) thus clearly lanced, the authors march on through the weak defenses of
the laboratory experimentalist, cornparing captive chimpanzees to human infants born in captivity
(p.253), which to be at least somewhat critical of the authors, is a bit wide ol the mark given
Dostoyevsky's prescient insight a century and a half ago that almost all humans are born into a
captivity of one sorl or another.

The book is thus at once an impressive, long-term case study ofa complex and fascinating species
which happens to be our nearest living relative, as well as a call-to-arms for naturalists to shed their
inhibitions about making sweeping inferences about the cognitive operations oftheir species ofstudy,
and to take fuller advantage of the scientific weapons in their arsenal: systematic observation,
anecdote, humble reverence, and carefully selected rules of parsimony that establish the human mind
as the focal point for psychological worth. As natural history with an agenda. it doesn't get any better
than this.
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